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Abstract: The protection of ad-hoc networks is becoming a severe concern
because of the absence of a central authority. The intensity of the harm largely
depends on the attacker’s intentions during hostile assaults. As a result, the loss
of Information, power, or capacity may occur. The authors propose an Enhanced
Trust-Based Secure Route Protocol (ETBSRP) using features extraction. First, the
primary and secondary trust characteristics are retrieved and achieved routing
using a calculation. The complete trust characteristic obtains by integrating all
logical and physical trust from every node. To assure intermediate node trustworthiness, we designed an ETBSRP, and it calculates and certiﬁes each mobile
node's reputation and sends packets based on that trust. Connection, honesty,
power, and capacity are the four trust characteristics used to calculate node reputation. We categorize Nodes as trustworthy or untrustworthy according to their
reputation values. Fool nodes are detached from the routing pathway and cannot
communicate. Then, we use the cryptographic functions to ensure more secure
data transmission. Finally, we eliminate the untrustworthy nodes from the routing
process, and the datagram from the origin are securely sent to the target, increasing throughput by 93.4% and minimizing delay.
Keywords: Ad-hoc network; wireless security; trust management; data Mining;
cryptography

1 Introduction
In the current world, wireless transmission technology is critical for transitory communication, and the
wireless network connects many ends people via several wireless types of equipment. In addition, wiﬁ
gadgets have become much smaller and cheaper in recent decades. A collection of wireless nodes
connects to a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), allowing changeable network settings without relying
on any underlying architecture [1–4]. Each node in the network has a data transceiver to transmit and
receive information. The transceiver’s propagation is two-way, allowing users to send and receive via a
wireless link. However, the transceiver’s capability limits a speciﬁc range; it can only interact with nodes
within its wireless coverage. The MANET's feature is its ability to maintain communication among
multiple parties without infrastructure and enable the users to transfer signals while the nodes are on the
movement.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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One of the issues with MANET is that the movable node’s transmission coverage is constrained. As a
result, it can connect with any node well within the transceiver’s area. MANET permits two types of
connections to ﬁx the issues of transceiver range limitations: single-hop and multi-hop. Direct contact is a
hop-by-hop connection in which data is transferred directly among wireless nodes whenever the
communicating nodes are inside the transmission range. So when multiple mobile terminals are not under
transmission range, indirect contact can be formed [5–7]. In indirect communication, intermediary nodes
communicate and exchange messages to interact between pairs of nodes Multi-hop transmission is
referred to as indirect communication.
MANET is a wireless connection paradigm that can accommodate the extensive requirements of endusers. Mobile devices in MANET are free to travel in any direction within the designated range or
covering the region. The military atmosphere, disaster recovery, and regular road congestion are typical
applications of MANET. Fig. 1 depicts the MANET topology, in which a large number of mobile nodes
are interconnected remotely to one another. MANETs are extremely sensitive to numerous routing threats
by internal nodes due to their open topologies, decentralized nature, and absence of adequate supervision;
hence undertook, several studies to increase MANET system security [8–10]. Consequently, connectivity
in such dynamic systems has inherent problems compared to standard wireless connections. Conventional
routing techniques for ad-hoc systems are ineffective in combating various routing threats.

Figure 1: MANET architecture
In MANETs, trust deﬁnes a network node’s ability to fulﬁll many other nodes’ needs as speciﬁed by a
core communication system. Each node in a connection controls a separate trust database to calculate and
keep the trust level of all other nodes in trust-based security protocols. The estimated reputation scores of
the nodes use to make routing information. Even though many studies propose trustworthiness-based
solutions in MANETs, practically all suggested solutions struggle with the scaling challenge. A trustbased strategy to establish trust and reputation across network elements takes time. In time-critical
situations, such a delay in building trustworthiness is frequently unacceptable. A malfunctioning node
will have more opportunities to discard transmissions before being recognized as vicious because of the
slowdown in establishing trust [11–13]. Individual node security is crucial in MANET to shield each
user’s personal information. An attacker may broadcast fraudulent route discovery signals to gain the
attention of communicators to attract datagrams, which the attacker then misuses. This research uses
features optimization techniques combined with enhanced trust methodologies to allow sensing dangerous
nodes in MANET. While all nodes behave selﬂessly, the connection will perform successfully.
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2 Related Works
The research of real-time trustworthy routing protocol for MANETs is ongoing, with efﬁcient trustbased routing being the most critical concern. Routing is selecting routes for datagram transmission in a
network. Safety and Quality of Service (QoS) considerations are essential in transmitting packets. This
section examines the different routing mechanisms, reputation mechanisms, and data encoding for safe
transmissions for MANET.
In a black hole attack, authors [1] developed robust route discovery in AODV. This technique has the
beneﬁt of being simple to create and requiring no additional overhead for resource-restricted devices.
However, due to these limits, the transmission of data packets is becoming delayed increasingly. In [2],
propose an on-demand multicast routing strategy for self-organized networks that is secure and trustbased MANET, highlighting beneﬁts such as these. Improved routing quality and optimized approach to
determine the optimum path. However, their study has drawbacks, such as the fact that their suggested
protocol can only accept an alternating route with a lower hop count due to the conﬁdentiality
requirement. In [3], a secure method of routing protocol for MANET protects the routing system from
internal and external assaults. The constraints of their work include the impacts of mobility, which have a
signiﬁcant effect on the performance of MANET. Finally, their paper [4] created a unique successive-hop
choice-based secure routing mechanism for wireless ad hoc sensor systems—resilience in the face of
several communications from attackers.
The method’s limitation is the increased route length. For Mobile Ad-hoc Networks, the researchers
designed combined key management and secured routing system [5]. The system is more secure because
node-speciﬁc broadcast keys are used instead of a single group broadcast key. However, node monitoring
is not in the suggested framework. In paper [6], designed and published a topology-based routing system
for ad-hoc networks with unpredictable topologies, and their work can provide more excellent
performance in terms of node use frequency. However, their technique also has the drawback of not
being suitable for more extensive networks. In their study, A Reputation Management Platform for AdHoc Network Data Plane Security, its trust evaluation technology protects the data plane of ad-hoc
systems effectively and efﬁciently. However, this technique has a drawback: the number of attack and
vulnerable nodes should be below the number of legitimate nodes [7].
The author uses the proposed power and trust-aware routing procedure to offer a Trust-based secure
routing system built upon the suggested Dolphin Cat Optimizer uses the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES-TDCO) [8]. The best path is determined using a projected objective model that focuses on trust
factors, current and recorded trust, primary and secondary trust, latency, length, connection lifetime, and
connection life span. In addition, the suggested framework combines Dolphin Echolocation with the Cat
Swarm Optimization technique to achieve faster global convergence. As a result, the recommended
routing protocol achieved the highest throughput, shortest delay, and lowest packet drop and detection
rate in a simulation with 75 nodes.
In [9], the author provides a complete security study of MANET routing and proposes effective security
architecture for detecting and isolating black holes, wormholes, and attacks from the network’s gray hole.
These assaults cause more damage to the ad-hoc network during the routing process than any other
attacks in the environment. In addition, the study provides an effective detection technique based on three
QoS parameters: shortest path, trustworthiness rate, and a capability-based procedure. Furthermore, the
suggested approach employs a countermeasure in each node based on the threshold limit to ensure the
network’s communication among nodes is protected. Moreover, the thresholding contributes to
establishing trustworthiness among all connected nodes. As a result, the transmission medium can
maintain a secure connection with either the transmitter or the receiver node; this technique provides a
high-security environment. Furthermore, safe routing strategies such as trust-based secure routing
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protocol (TSRM), cognitive energy-efﬁcient trusted routing methodology (CEMT), and trust-aware routing
framework veriﬁes performance, delivery ratio rate, and latency. Finally, relying on the result of this research,
they implemented a trusted-based routing system capable of successfully separating network threats such as
black holes, wormholes, and other attacks like gray-hole in the system.
In paper [10] describes an intelligent energy-aware strategy for wireless sensor networks that employ smart
rules and standard classiﬁcation to make routing decisions effectively. The fuzzy clustering method utilizes
energy-efﬁcient routing with intelligent rules [11]. This method allows for secure communication while also
being energy efﬁcient. The authors of [12] address the security difﬁculties by presenting the Jaya Cuckoo
Search (JCS) method, a mixture of the Jaya and Cuckoo Search algorithms for beginning safe routes with
MANET nodes, ensuring that the pathway reached is viable and secure. The JCS method employs a multiobjective ﬁtness function that evaluates distance, link life span, latency, power, trust, and reputation to pick
a secure pathway. TBSMR, a trust-based multi-path routing system, was proposed in [13] to increase the
MANET's overall effectiveness. The recommended protocol discusses congestion management, packet drop
minimization, attacker node discovery, and safe data transfer features that the suggested protocol examines
to enhance the MANET’s QoS. The Bacteria for Aging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) is used in [14] to
provide trust-based secure, and power-aware navigation in MANETs. This algorithm selects the best hops
in advancing the routing. Finally, they start the clustering-based process, and Cluster Heads (CH) are picked
based on how much implicit, primary, and current trustworthiness each CH has. Furthermore, value nodes
were investigated based on trust levels. The CH is also engaged in multi-hop forwarding. The estimated
method determines the optimum route, which considers delay, performance, and connectivity only within
the circuit's boundaries when selecting the best path.
3 Proposed Work
We have improved the node extraction phase in our suggested work by applying Node-feature Mining
and increased trust-based computation to determine the reputation of its neighboring nodes rather than
relying just on data transmission (send and receive). However, all node conditions, such as queuing
congestion, broken links, and power loss, will be factored in. Our proposal aims to ﬁnd and isolate the
harmful node; hence our process is divided into three stages: (Node-feature Mining, Fine-Tuning, and
Trust-based route discovery).
3.1 System Model
The ETBSRP mechanism's operating ﬂow depicts in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 illustrates The ETBSRP
mechanism's training module, and It retrieves the properties of a well-known MANET’s trusted and
harmful nodes in the system's training phase. These characteristics are enhanced for intrusion detection
and safe routing in MANETs accuracy to the utmost level for the attacker node detection procedure
utilizing a reputation computation. Fig. 3 shows the recommended system's testing model. The obtained
features from each node inside the system’s testing phase and all these characteristics are categorized
using the trained patterns [15–17]. Trust-based intrusion detection using a Node-feature Mining strategy
is provided in this paper to successfully detect selﬁshness or harmful nodes in the network immediately
on. Moreover, the logical and physical measurements are taken into account when assessing the total
truthfulness of any mobile node.
3.2 Node-Feature Mining
Fig. 4 depicts the assessment of the trust model on x by z or via node y. First, the primary and secondary
features are retrieved, and we calculate the trustworthiness of node values individually. The adjacent nodes
over node ‘y’ are y1, y2, y3, y4, y, and z if the features retrieve from node ‘x.’
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Figure 2: Training module

Figure 3: Testing module

Figure 4: Trust assessment model
In Eq. (1), we estimate the direct trust (Tdir) value as follows:
T dir ¼ Pi:

n1
X

ðTci  lÞ2 :’ðti Þ

(1)

i¼1

where Pi represents the probability metric as in Eq. (2), Tci represents a number of transactions completed by
node ‘x’ (or) number of positive transactions by ‘x’ to ‘z,’ μ is the mean of all ratings of x by z, and φ(ti) = exp
([tn-ti/T]) is the time delay coefﬁcient, where ti denotes the time of i-th interaction (i.e., current transaction),
tn indicates the time of n-th interaction, and T is the time.
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xiqi
T
xi

(2)

where ωi is the number of datagram packets recovered over time, ‘T’ and ρi is the number of datagram
packets communicated over the time ‘T.’
We calculate the indirect trust estimation by using Eqs. (3), (4), (5), and (6) as follows:
So, the indirect trust estimation between nodes ‘x’ and ‘y’ is,
Tind1 ¼ Pi :

n1
X

ðTci lÞ2 :’ðti Þ:wi

(3)

i¼1

where n1 is the number of adjacent nodes over the node ‘y.’ wi is the weight of an individual node concerning
node ‘y’ as in Eq. (4) as follows,
n
P

wi ¼

Pi :Cx :Cy

i¼1

(4)

Pi

Cx and Cy’s creditability represent the interaction event’s weight between node ‘x’ and ‘y’.
The trust estimation between nodes ‘y’ and ‘z’ is,
Tind2 ¼ Pi :

n2
X

ðTci lÞ2 :’ðti Þ:wi

(5)

i¼1

where n2 is the number of adjacent nodes over the node ‘z.’
Now, we calculate the overall neighboring trust as follows,
Tind ¼ Tind1 þ Tind2

(6)

Hence, the estimation of the reputation of the individual node ‘x’ is as follows in Eq. (7),
Rx ¼ Tdir þ Tind

(7)

3.3 Feature Fine-Tuning
The derived features are ﬁne-tune using the techniques below to increase the attacker node detection
accuracy.
The following is how our feature ﬁne-tuning methodology performs:
Step 1: Establish the network capacity, connectivity, credibility, and power of each node; then, for ﬁnetuning, set all of these characteristics.
Step 2: The node community can be formed by,
Xi = {x1; x2; x3…xn}T
Where n represents the number of nodes within the network or node-list, and x is the set of nodes.
Step 3: Using the calculations below shown in Eq. (8), estimate the capacity of each node in a
network.
Cx ¼

n1
X
m¼1

ðxm  xm Þ2

(8)
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where Cx denotes the capacity of node x, n represents the number of nodes in a network or node-list, and xm
denotes the node-mean.
Step 4: Keep updating each node's capacity as ‘Cmax’ to all other nodes within the network.
Step 5: Keep updating each node’s connection reputation value as ‘Rmax’ additional nodes in the
network.
Step 6: To calculate the ﬁne-tune measure; use the following expression as in Eq. (9):

n 
X
Cx  Cm 2
Fx ¼
Cx
m¼1

(9)

Ca is the mean Capacity of node x, while Fx is the Fine-Tune metric.
Step 7: Keep track of each node's current reputation and capacities in the network node-list and repeat
steps 1 through 5.
3.4 Enhancing Trust
ETBSRP is used to expand any reactive routing system, but we choose the ad-hoc on-demand distance
vector (AODV) protocol. We enhance the capabilities of AODV following changes outlined in [13] to
achieve better routing named Enhanced AODV (EAODV). In addition, we consider adding the
components to the neighbor table: (i) power consumption, (ii) afﬁnities, (iii) node bandwidth, and (iv)
trustworthiness.
3.4.1 Physical Trust (Power Calculation)
We consider power and bandwidth numbers to forecast physical trust ratings. A node’s present power
consumption should be adequate to endure full-duplex communication for an extended period. A node’s
power level is initially high. The power level reduces after the node executes its intended task. Before
commencing the information transfer, the transmission power of the nodes captures to determine its
dependability. The trusted node ‘x’ (which evaluates the trustworthiness) obtains the transmission power
of the trustee node ‘y’ (whose trust is to be rated) at the time ‘T’ as Prx,y(T). The total data packets
multiplied by the ideal power consumption and the node’s receive, processing, and sending power
consumption for each message yields the power needed for efﬁcient transmission, as shown in Eq. (10).
PrðtÞ ¼ IP þ ðRPr; TPr; PPrÞ  N

(10)

where N, RPr, SPr, PPr are the number of packets in an interaction, receiving, sending, and processing power
requirements by a node for every packet, respectively.
Prx,y(T) must be bigger than Pr(T) for interaction to be successful. We measure bandwidth using The
number of messages delivered at a particular time. The larger the bandwidth, the more packets are routed.
As a result, bandwidth is a critical factor in determining the QoS of every network path. Before
measuring, the topology refers to the physical trust, which should ensure the data transfer rate between
any pair of nodes. At the time ‘T,’ the attainable bandwidth on the connection (x, y) is approximated
as Bx,y(T).
3.4.2 Logical Trust
In the logical trust value forecast, we examine closeness and trustworthiness values. The number of prior
transactions between a trusted node ‘x’ and the trustee node ‘y’ determines the closeness value. The closeness
value is initially zero. Suppose a node ‘x’ in the network sends the packet to a neighboring node ‘y’. If the
packet passes by node ‘x’ and node ‘y’ satisfactorily reaches the endpoint, node ‘x’ raises node ‘y’ closeness
by one. The acknowledgment sent by the endpoint conﬁrms effective interaction. Alternatively, the score is
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lowered by −1 if it does not conﬁrm the interaction. After a speciﬁc transaction amount, we estimate
closeness as Clx,y(T) at the time ‘T.’ When a node enters and exits the network in response to a valid
request, the trustworthiness value is increased by +1. However, if a node abruptly departs the network
without notice, the node’s trustworthiness rating is reduced by −1. Therefore, we estimate trustworthiness
as Tsx,y(T) at a given time T, the node ‘x’ evaluates the trustworthiness of a node ‘y’. For example,
Eq. (11) deﬁnes Reputation(R) at the time ‘T’ based on the power, bandwidth, closeness, and
trustworthiness of the node ‘y’.
Rx;y ðTÞ ¼

N
X

Prx;y ðTÞ þ Bx;y ðTÞ þ Clx;y ðTÞ þ Tsx;y ðTÞ

(11)

i¼1

It is identiﬁed as an untrusted node if the overall Reputation value Rx,y(T) is less than the predetermined
threshold. However, it designates as the communication's trustworthy node.
3.4.3 Enhance Trust Based Routing
The trust value for every node’s 1-Hop neighbor is estimated, categorizing nodes as reputable or
dishonest after determining trust. Only certiﬁed nodes build a path to a destination to establish secure
data transmission and exclude the untrustworthy nodes from the transmission channel. Using EAODV
routing, the originating node starts the route discovery process. The EAODV routing algorithm may
discover several paths to the endpoint, and the sender chooses the path with the highest trustworthiness
rating from the various routes supplied to the endpoint. Intermediate nodes, meanwhile, select a new hop
with the highest total reputation score and send data along the path. The node’s trust value is refreshed on
demand when required for data transmission.
3.4.4 Key Generation
The secret key is disseminated between the transmitter and receiver, increasing the security of data
transmission. For key exchange, it employs the Elliptic Curve Algorithm. It is a way of transferring
cryptographic keys that is unique. It allows a node on the network to communicate securely by sharing
cryptographic keys. The shared key is calculated at the two endpoints using elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC), and the ciphertext transfers using the key exchange for communicating data [18–22]. The sender
encrypts the data and sends this to the next hop using a secret key. This data transmission procedure
repeats until the data arrives at its destination. Then, it shares a shared secret key to encrypt and decrypt
the data.
4 Performance Analysis
Tab. 1 shows the simulation setup for performance evaluation. We compare the effectiveness of our
ETBSRP protocols to that of existing techniques such as TBSMR and BFOA. Our proposed technique
study demonstrates how useful it is to employ the following signiﬁcant QoS criteria based on
performance parameters [23–26]. With or without fool node, all current approaches to inquiries compare
to the suggested technique based on different standards: latency, energy, throughput, and overhead.
In Tab. 2, the packet delivery ratio (PDR) is the proportion of datagrams delivered by a source node to
packets received at the endpoint. The data plane and control packet discarding and attacks employed with the
enemy node count set to 20% of the overall number of deployed nodes. The inﬂuence of node mobility
velocity on the PDR is shown in Fig. 5, while an average throughput is maintained ﬁxed at 4 kbps.
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Table 1: Simulation setup
Parameter

Value

Coverage area
Communication range of each node
MAC layer protocol
Packet size
Trafﬁc type
Channel bandwidth
Simulation duration
Mobility model
Maximum mobility (varying)
Number of nodes
Initial energy
Pause time
Routing protocols
Percentage of malicious nodes (varying)
Transmit power
Receive power

1200 * 1200 m
250 m
IEEE 802.11
512 bytes
CBR-UDP
2 Mbps
240 s
Random way point
5–25 m/s
200
750 J
4s
EAODV, TBSMR, BOFA
0–40%
1.7 W
1.5 W

Table 2: PDR of existing vs. proposed ETBSRP approach
PDR (%)
TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

10
50
100
150
200

92
90
89.5
87
86.4

90
91
88
85
82.5

94
92.5
91
90.5
90.7

PDR (%)

Number of Nodes

96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
78
76

10

50

100

150

200

Number of Nodes
TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

Figure 5: Comparison of PDR
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It can show that the ETBSRP has a higher PDR than the TBSMR and BFOA because it separates faulty
nodes from directing routes much sooner. Furthermore, the PDR drops signiﬁcantly as the increase in the
number of nodes [27,28]. The explanation for this tendency is that when the node velocity and the
number of nodes increase, the node discards packets owing to frequent link disruptions. These ﬁndings
show that the ETBSRP removes faulty nodes from the network on time and increases the PDR by 2–4%
for varied mobility rates and node counts.
Fig. 6 and Tab. 3 show the performance outcome of the TBSMR, BFOA, and ETBSRP procedures.
ETBSRP has a more excellent throughput value than TBSMR and BFOA. The ETBSRP technique has a
throughput of 518 kbps on average, while the TBSMR and BFOA protocols have 484 kbps.

Throughtput (kbps)

600
550

500
450
400
0

50

100
150
Number of Nodes

TBSMR

BFOA

200

250

Proposed ETBSRP

Figure 6: Comparison of performance
Table 3: Performance/throughput
Throughput (kbps)
Number of Nodes

TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

10
50
100
150
200

508
500
490
475
450

500
495
492
470
467

550
524
515
505
500

When there is an attack, the performance in ETBSRP decreases while the network size increases due to
the rebroadcasting of fraudulent requests. The attacking node will cause a trafﬁc load, which will result in
periodic messages being dropped or delayed, affecting throughput and PDR. Under node threat, ETBSRP
has slightly more outstanding performance than TBSMR and BFOA but a reduced performance than
ETBSRP without node assault.
TBSMR and BFOA have a much more signiﬁcant average end-to-end (E2E) latency than ETBSRP, as
indicated in Tab. 4, the link between E2E delay and the network size displayed in Fig. 7. Because each node
sends datagrams directly to the trust-able node, it signiﬁcantly reduces the average E2E delay of each node in
ETBSRP.
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Table 4: Average E2E delay
Avg. E2E Delay (ms)
TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

10
50
100
150
200

10
15
18
20
25

11
17
20
26
35

8
12
14.5
16.2
17.75

Avg. E2E Delay (ms)

Number of Nodes

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

No of Nodes
TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

Figure 7: Comparison of E2E delay
ETBSRP also avoids cyclical transfer to reduce average E2E latency. When TBSMR or BFOA cannot
locate a suitable friendly node before delivering the datagram, it will disseminate the request packet
continuously until it encounters an applicable trust node, improving the average end-to-end latency of
network nodes. On the other hand, BFOA has a longer average E2E latency than TBSMR. This
justiﬁcation is that BFOA broadcasts probing packets continuously until it ﬁnds a suitable friendly node.
Still, TBSMR picks trust nodes by changing each node at an increased power level to reduce the average
end-to-end latency of trust-able nodes.
As demonstrated in Fig. 8 and Tab. 5, the Route Overhead (RO) of BFOA grows from about 4.82 to
9.87 as the node velocity increases. However, the TBSMR outperforms the BFOA by decreasing the RO
from roughly 3.53 to 7.54; consequently, the resulting RO is larger than ETBSRP, ranging from 2.92 to 4.75.
12
10
RO

8
6
4
2
0
0

4
TBSMR

8
12
Mobility (m/s)
BFOA

16

Proposed ETBSRP

Figure 8: Comparison of RO

20
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Table 5: Routing overhead (RO)
RO
Number of Nodes

TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

4
8
12
16
20

4.82
6.75
7.25
8.51
9.87

3.53
4.72
5.48
6.57
7.54

2.92
3.53
3.77
4.48
4.75

Conversely, ETBSRP improves RO by an aggregate of 2.13 compared to TBSMR and BFOA.
Furthermore, ETBSRP includes two additional elements in the overall trust and an improved routing
method, and it results in fewer routes hand-off procedures than TBSMR and BFOA.
In Tab. 6, the average energy consumption for the MANET adopting TBSMR under Intrusion ﬂuctuates
between 303.82 and 320.32 J, as illustrated in Fig. 9. However, in the existence of enemies, ETBSRP boosts
TBSMR’s energy consumption by an average of 2.73 J.
Table 6: Average energy consumption (J)
Energy Consumption
Number of Nodes

TBSMR

BFOA

Proposed ETBSRP

0
10
20
30
40

303.8
311.2
314.5
318.7
320.32

302.9
309.5
314.15
316.7
321.5

301.1
306.6
312.8
314.93
319.4

Energy Consumption (J)

325
320
315
310
305
300
0

10
TBSMR

20
30
Number of Fool Node
BFOA

40

50

Proposed ETBSRP

Figure 9: Comparison of average energy consumption
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On the other hand, the MANET utilizing BFOA under Attack has an average energy consumption
ranging from 302.9 to 321.5 J. Conversely, in the presence of enemies, ETBSRP increases the energy
consumption of BFOA by an average of 1.9 J. It powerfully shows that our proposed system outperforms
the other procedures.
5 Conclusions and Future Scope
ETBSRP was developed as a routing algorithm to enhance MANET QoS in this work. It is suitable for
other wide-ranging networks and considers multiple parameters like trafﬁc, node trust levels, and node
battery capacity throughout the routing process, resulting in improved performance and lower overhead.
Furthermore, this suggested protocol allows multi-hop routing, which reduces the number of unwanted
control packets ﬂoating around during route formation in the event of trafﬁc or node malfunction. By
detecting malicious nodes, the protocol also assures a secure connection. Our approach ﬁnding shows that
the proposed ETBSRP protocol beats existing routing strategies in PLR, PDR, average E2E delay, and
throughput. Overall, the suggested ETBSRP routing method improves the MANET's QoS and provides
cryptographically safe communication. In the fortune, we will focus on implementing security algorithms
that incorporate enhanced encryption, decryption, and blockchain technologies to ensure MANET's strong
security.
Funding Statement: The authors received no speciﬁc funding for this study.
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